2016 marked a dramatic shifting of the tides.

By any measure, 2016 was an extraordinary year. Felt in the political sphere with the change in national leadership, in the field of circus through the demise of traditional companies, and by many of us personally—2016 marked a dramatic shifting of the tides. Yet in chaos, circus thrives. The brink of unraveling is the precipice at which our most creative solutions arise.

Circus prides itself on defying perceived limitations, pushing the boundaries of both the physical body and the social constructs that frame our reality. The evolution of contemporary circus thus inevitably demands the deconstruction of its own form, stretching the confines of the craft itself to become increasingly relevant and accessible to larger audiences. As social tensions continue to mount and the gap between factions expands, so too does the need for art forms that embrace our inner and outer diversity, empower individual expression, and inspire community.

This growing hunger for meaningful engagement, coupled with the outpouring of energy and support from our community, coalesced to propel the Circus Project’s 2016 growth beyond that of our remarkable progress in 2015. We doubled our classes and tripled our student body while increasing student satisfaction. We expanded our Social Circus program to serve three additional agencies. We produced two original shows, two Community Showcases, co-directed a national touring show, and performed at a variety of festivals and events. We doubled earned income and increased overall revenue by 28%.

Representative Margaret Doherty, Commissioner Nick Fish, and philanthropists Ann Edlen and Linda McGeady joined the ranks of our Resource Council. We launched a Diversity & Inclusion Committee and a Homeless Advocacy Committee, both chaired by graduates of our Intensive Training Program for Homeless & At-Risk Youth. We published a five-year strategic plan to map the trajectory of our programs.

To keep pace with our rapid growth, we brought on two dedicated Program Directors and our first Managing Director. This personnel expansion could not be more timely. It has allowed us to grow in both breadth and depth to ensure we have the artistic and therapeutic expertise to carry out our vision with integrity, and to respond appropriately to the present call.

But as the need increases, so too must our response. As circus artists and aficionados, we have a responsibility to uphold our tradition of inclusion. As citizens of a polarized nation, we have a responsibility to prepare the next generation for the increasingly complex world they will inherit.

We’ve done well, remarkably so. We need to do better. We must continually strive to become more relevant, more responsive, more accessible. As we teach, so too must we model: being open to feedback, creative in our approach, and relentless in our perseverance. We must seek out areas for growth to continue to be a force for constructive change. On stage and behind the scenes, the Circus Project is a highly collaborative, ever-evolving work-in-progress.

The accomplishments described herein are as much a celebration as they are a calling, as much a demonstration of gratitude as an invocation. They are a tribute to our ability to come together to create meaningful change and significantly alter the trajectory of individuals and the community at large. Our past, made possible by your efforts, is a testament that together, we can meet the coming challenges with determination, creativity, and grace.

Jenn Cohen
Founder | Artistic Director
transcends social barriers + inspires personal transformation through contemporary circus instruction + performance.

“The Circus Project was founded on a simple yet innovative idea: that the unique appeal of circus arts can benefit marginalized youth in unprecedented ways—and that in turn, their unique perspectives will propel the growing field of circus arts to new heights.

What began in 2008 as a pioneering experiment to empower homeless youth through the development of original, skilled circus productions, has grown organically into a thriving arts organization that serves a diverse community through a public Academy, professional performances, and a spectrum of Social Circus programs that utilize circus arts to facilitate individual and community transformation.

Each of these programs support and enhance the others, working on multiple levels to promote personal development, artistry, and social justice.

"Circus has the potential to transform suffering into beauty, to transform individuals from the inside out, and to transform communities from the ground up."

JENN COHEN
FOUNDER AND ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
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transcends social barriers + inspires personal transformation through contemporary circus instruction + performance.
The Circus Project’s award-winning Social Circus program utilizes circus arts as a vehicle to teach self-care, discipline, accountability, and teamwork to vulnerable youth. Social Circus workshops take place in partnership with social service agencies and after school programs. Social Circus participants may continue training through scholarships in our Academy.

Our program has been recognized by the American Circus Educators Association, a national network of Social Circus programs that offer cost-effective, evidence-based approaches to help young people overcome barriers. In 2016, we added three new social service partners and served 283 homeless youth and others at risk of homelessness, 64% of which were youth of color, and worked with three new social service partners.

“Historically, African American males are automatically placed in the athletic category, and are not provided with opportunities outside of football, basketball, and baseball. The Circus Project has given my son the exposure he needed to think outside of social norms.”

LATASHA BRUMFIELD
98% of students acquired fundamental circus skills

86% of students self-reported positive changes in personal relationships, academic performance, and self-esteem

100% of goals outlined by partner organizations met

5% of Social Circus students continued training in Academy

“The Circus Project classes encouraged me to learn more about my body and health. I discovered I could overcome obstacles and take on challenges I might never have undertaken otherwise.”

ZED JONES

Social Circus Highlights
The Circus Project’s Academy offers recreational through professional programming for children and adults from all walks of life. A continuum of training opportunities advance the field by fashioning a new generation of innovative artists, while tuition fees support our Social Circus programs.

In 2016, our Academy achieved the American Circus Educator Association’s Safety Recognition and expanded our Training Company and Youth Company to year-long programs. Our Youth Performance Troupe traveled to the School of Acrobatics and New Circus Arts in Seattle, and was featured on PBS’s Oregon Art Beat.

**NUMBER OF STUDENTS OVER YEARS**

*New facility

- 2008: 23
- 2009: 54
- 2010: 56
- 2011: 69
- 2012: 174
- 2013: 152
- 2014: 422*
- 2015: 1245*
- 2016: 1245*

*Homeless youth only*

In 2016, our Academy achieved the American Circus Educator Association’s Safety Recognition and expanded our Training Company and Youth Company to year-long programs. Our Youth Performance Troupe traveled to the School of Acrobatics and New Circus Arts in Seattle, and was featured on PBS’s Oregon Art Beat.
Performances

Performances are critical to our mission, utilizing artistic excellence to promote social change.

Inspired

Attendance of 3500+ audience members

Premiered original show, S7nners as part of Fertile Ground Festival, directed by Russ Stark & Alicia Cutizia with a cast of over 20

Premiered original show, RAW, featured on Oregon Art Beat, produced by Alysia Marie Colón

Produced two Community Showcases

Hosted residency with Seattle's Acrobatic Conundrum to workshop "Love & Gravity," a highly acclaimed touring show co-directed by Circus Project Artistic Director, Jenn Cohen

Featured in Galaxy Dance Festival, with performances directed by Kari Jay Hunter

Featured at OMSI's Gala with Storm Large

“The Circus Project breaks the rules that says that performance art can’t be part of how we solve our most challenging problems.”

COMMISSIONER JULES BAILEY
Our financial performance in 2016 surpassed the remarkable strides made in 2015. We met a donor-advised match to establish a $100,000 Board-Designated Cash Reserve Fund, which will provide an internal line of credit for the organization. We also established a Maintenance Fund for future facility repairs and improvements.

## INCOME

- **Individuals**: $148,868
- **Corporations**: $3,167
- **Foundations**: $184,833
- **Government**: $9,950
- **Earned Income**: $291,222

## EXPENSES

- **Academy**: $39,078
- **Performances**: $44,788
- **Social Circus**: $70,328
- **General**: $83,422
- **Maintenance Fund**: $25,000
- **Cash Reserve Fund**: $50,000
Recognition

District Administration
A nationwide publication for K-12 district-level public school leaders:

Buzzfeed, 17 Circuses Changing the World

Oregon Art Beat
http://www.opb.org/television/programs/artbeat/segment/the-circus-project/

Voted Best Summer Camp, NW Kids Magazine

Ninety-Nine Girlfriends Finalist
http://ninetyninegirlfriends.com/our-2016-finalists/

Featured in Willamette Week’s Give! Guide for 6th year
https://giveguide.org/#/section:nonprofits,category:creative-expression/org/circusproject
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